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Kagero Nikki, translated here as The Gossamer Years, belongs to the same period as the
celebrated Tale of Genji by Murasaki Shikuibu.This remarkably frank autobiographical diary and
personal confession attempts to describe a difficult relationship as it reveals two tempestuous
decades of the author's unhappy marriage and her growing indignation at rival wives and
mistresses.Too impetuous to be satisfied as a subsidiary wife, this beautiful (and unnamed)
noblewoman of the Heian dynasty protests the marriage system of her time in one of Japanese
literature's earliest attempts to portray difficult elements of the predominant social hierarchy.A
classic work of early Japanese prose, The Gossamer Years is an important example of the
development of Heian literature, which, at its best, represents an extraordinary flowering of
realistic expression, an attempt, unique for its age, to treat the human condition with frankness
and honesty. A timeless and intimate glimpse into the culture of ancient Japan, this translation
by Edward Seidensticker paints a revealing picture of married life in the Heian period.
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ForewordIntroductionGossamer YearsBook OneBook TwoBook ThreeAppendix:The Heian
Settings: IllustrationsNew ForewordDennis WashburnKNOWING that her peers could identify
with the personal experiences and emotional states recounted in Gossamer Years (Kagerō Nikki
974), the author, known only as the Mother of Michitsuna (935-995) had good reason to expect
that she would find a receptive audience among them. What she probably would not have
expected is the extent to which her writing would shape the development of Heian literature,
achieve canonical status, and eventually reach a global readership. After all, the underlying



aesthetic and social values that guided her work were grounded on the assumption that human
experience is defined by its ephemerality. The story that the Mother of Michitsuna gave the world
is in large part a meditation on the experiences of loss, of coming to terms with the truth that all
things are as vain and fleeting as the life of a dayfly, a kagerō.The inspiration for composing
Gossamer Years likely grew out of a request made by the author’s husband, Fujiwara no Kaneie
(929-990), for her to compile a private collection of the poetry the two of them had written and
exchanged over the years. As a skilled poet in her own right, the Mother of Michitsuna would
have relied on earlier poetic diaries as models, but her conception of the work expanded as she
situated her poetry within a prose memoir, employing literary techniques gleaned from her
reading of tales (monogatari). Yet her true innovation goes beyond the narrative frame she
constructs. As she informs the reader in the opening lines, she is not particularly enamored of
monogatari, which she finds just so many empty fabrications. For that reason, she chooses to
write candidly about herself in a retrospective of her life from the time of her marriage to the
present. Her literary aim is clear. She wants the reader to know what life as a secondary wife to a
very powerful man is like and how it exemplifies the vanity of the world.It is a fortunate irony,
then, that Gossamer Years has achieved a kind of permanence, not only as a key part of the
classic canon but also through its influence on other texts. The work occupies a central place in
a vibrant literary culture that reached full flower during the tenth century. The variety of styles and
genres in both vernacular Japanese and Chinese (kanbun) was remarkable: imperially
sponsored histories and anthologies; private collections of poetry; miscellanies, diaries, and
journals; religious texts; and fiction in a variety of forms. With such a rich archive, it is not
surprising that the literature of the period is marked by experimental fusions of genres: between
folk tales (Japanese and continental) and courtly narratives, as in Tale of the Bamboo Cutter
(compiled in the early tenth century); between poetry and prose, as in Tales of Ise (ca. 961); and
between personal diaries/journals and poetry, as in Tosa Nikki (935). The achievement of
Gossamer Years is thus unique but not anomalous.Inventive as so many mid-Heian works were,
it is still not an overstatement to claim that the Mother of Michitsuna had an outsized impact on
the practices and themes of prose narrative. Gossamer Years is not, strictly speaking, a poem-
tale like Tales of Ise, since the prose was not meant as a supplement to individual poems. The
work does, however, draw heavily on the social uses of poetry as an essential part of narrative
structure, driving the plot and providing nuance to character development. It creates a tight web
of allusions that not only connect it to other works of poetry and fiction, but also helps provide
context for the author’s detailed observations of her life. Most important, Gossamer Years
creates distinctive narrative voices and viewpoints that are individuated, critical, and
introspective. These voice give rise to a sense of character subjectivity, producing a type of
psychological realism. A generation later these techniques, in conjunction with the aesthetic of
ephemerality that distinguishes Gossamer Years, would be used as key elements in The Pillow
Book of Sei Shōnagon and in Murasaki Shikibu’s The Tale of Genji.As important as it is to
understand the position of this book in the literary history of Japan, it is just as important to



consider the broader cultural milieu that made the work possible. The heart of the memoir is, of
course, the unflinching way the Mother of Michitsuna describes her troubled marriage. The
polygamous marriage customs of the upper ranks of the Heian aristocracy may strike
contemporary readers as arcane, but status as a secondary wife in such a system was not
necessarily as disadvantageous as it may sound. In the rarefied atmosphere of court politics
proximity to the throne was an overriding concern for those families serving the imperial
household. Such proximity was secured in part by official acquisition of rank and the privileges of
bureaucratic titles. Yet a more direct and sure way to gain proximity was through blood alliances
created by marrying daughters into the imperial clan and, if male off-spring were produced, into
the line of succession itself. Within such a system, the logic of having multiple wives is apparent
not only for an ambitious male courtier but also for families whose daughters might provide a
means of upward mobility. For that reason, the residence of the daughter was usually where the
marriage relationship was centered, with the husband expected to pay regular visits.These
customs determined the course of the Mother of Michitsuna’s adult life. She was the daughter of
Fujiwara no Tomoyasu (?–977) who, despite his family name, was not a member of the powerful
regency branch that produced Kaneie. Rather, he was a courtier of the middle ranks who served
as a provincial governor. This class of provincial governors figures prominently in The Tale of
Genji, where it is frequently depicted as less sophisticated than high nobility but no less
ambitious. Given the possibility of moving up in the world through marriage alliances, it was in
the interest of men like Tomoyasu to properly train and groom their daughters to make them
desirable partners for high-ranking aristocratic men.Although the narrator of Gossamer Years is
at times modest, even self-denigrating regarding her talents and looks, she had a reputation
among her contemporaries as one of the most gifted and beautiful women of her age. That
reputation may itself be a literary conceit, since people tend to assign all sorts of virtues to the
artists they admire. Nonetheless, there must be some truth to contemporary descriptions of the
author, since she caught the attention of a young man as ambitious and prominent as Kaneie. At
the time he began his courtship he was already married to his principal wife, Tokihime. The
Mother of Michitsuna was aware of the situation and accepted it. Eventually (if her account is to
be believed) she developed a relationship with Tokihime based on mutual respect and
commiseration over Kaneie’s wayward behavior.I noted above that being a secondary wife was
not necessarily disadvantageous, but that depended on her ability to produce male heirs (and
spares) and, more crucially, daughters. By that reckoning, Tokihime’s fecundity made her an
ideal spouse. She gave Kaneie many children, including two sons who rose to the pinnacle of
power at the court: Michitaka (953–995), whose daughter Teishi (977–1001) became empress;
and Michinaga (966–1028), whose daughter Shōshi (988–1074) also became empress. As an
aside, it is worth noting that Sei Shōnagon served Teishi, while Murasaki Shikibu served Shōshi
—an indication of just how deep literary ties ran in court society. In contrast to his marriage with
Tokihime, the relationship between Kaneie and the author was marked by the fact that she gave
birth to only one child. The failure to produce more children in the early years of their relationship



may have been a matter of chance, but it could also signal a fundamental personal
incompatibility between the two that drove Kaneie to seek out other relationships, keeping him
from the regular visits that would have been justifiably expected even by a secondary wife. The
author’s complaints, then, are directed not at the system of polygamy per se, but at her
husband’s failure to live up to his responsibilities to maintain balance and order in their
relationship—that is, to show the author the proper degree of attention and respect she
deserved according to the rules of the game.It is important for contemporary readers to take the
historical context of marriage arrangements into consideration in order to fully appreciate
Gossamer Years. To be sure, the text is at once confession and complaint about an unhappy
marriage relationship, but the work is much more than that. The author’s disaffection is the
wellspring for a meditation on the uncertainties of life; and her literary art provides a way to
explain to the world the meaning of her role as a mother, her son’s place at court, and her
religious and aesthetic values.That Gossamer Years remains a compelling read is a testament to
the original conception of the work. At the same time, it is also a testament to the important role
translation plays in giving new life to texts. Edward Seidensticker was a major figure in making
Japanese literature, both modern and classical, available to a global readership. His efforts
helped stimulate further scholarship in English on Gossamer Years, including another lovely,
nuanced translation of the work by Sonja Arntzen. The Seidensticker version should thus be
read not just as an interpretation of the original but as a contribution to the modern history of
translation studies. Its reissue in this new edition is doubly welcome as a confirmation and
celebration of the achievements of both author and translator.IntroductionEdward
SeidenstickerAN EARLIER version of this translation was finished in 1952 and published by the
Asiatic Society of Japan in 1955. Shortly afterwards there was talk of republication by UNESCO,
but the translation was thought by the potential sponsor to be excessively free. In the end he
suggested that it be revised.Feeling myself that the opening sentences in particular were a bit
free, I undertook the revision, which was completed in 1960 and is offered herewith. Certain
thoughts which came to me in the process of retranslation are appended to this introduction.
They are reprinted, with slight revisions, from the Japan Quarterly of October-December 1960
(VII: 4). The reader who compares the revision with the earlier translation will find that changes
are to be explained in three ways: by mistakes in that translation; by advances in textual criticism
and particularly the appearance of the Iwanami edition in late 1957, and by a shift toward
literalness in the principles governing the translation.Though it will be referred to as a diary, the
Kagerō Nikki is in fact a combined autobiography-diary covering twenty-one years in the life of a
mid-Heian Fujiwara noblewoman known today as “the mother of Michitsuna.” It is the record of
her unhappy marriage to her kinsman, Fujiwara Kaneie, beginning in 954 with his first love
letters, and ending in 974 with their very nearly complete estrangement. In the intervening years
the author has occasion to record her indignation at successive revelations of rival wives and
mistresses (Kaneie had some eight or nine of whom a record remains), and the diary is in a
sense her protest against the marriage system of the time, and her exposition of the thesis that



men are beasts.Traditionally there have been two theories of the meaning of kagerō: either it is a
sort of mayfly, or it is one of those shimmerings of the summer sky which, for want of a more
poetic term, we call a “heat wave.” Recently a third theory has been advanced. Professor
Kawaguchi Hisao, the editor of the new Iwanami text, argues that kagerō means gossamer in the
original sense, defined thus by Webster: “A film of cobwebs floating in the air in calm, clear
weather.” Little evidence is presented in support of the theory, however, and one may suspect
that it derives from Dr. Arthur Waley, who has called the work The Gossamer Diary. Dr. Waley’s
lead has of course been followed in naming this retranslation. His title makes up in poetic worth
for what it lacks in philological.The expression kagerō no nikki (or, in common usage, kagerō
nikki) is to be found in a passage at the end of Book I in which the author looks back over her life
and comments on the insubstantiality of things. “Indeed, as I think of the unsatisfying events I
have recorded here, I wonder whether I have been describing anything of substance. Call it, this
journal of mine, a shimmering of the summer sky.”The first part of the work is not a true diary but
a brief set of memoirs written considerably after the facts treated. Gradually, however, the
incidents become more detailed, and the last half of Book 2 and all of Book 3 seem more like
day-to-day journal notations. Book 1, the shortest of the three, covers fifteen years, while Books
2 and 3, of approximately equal length, cover only three years each. The year 971 receives the
most detailed attention of all, and from the tone of the narrative one may guess that the work
was begun in that year, possibly when, as recorded toward the end of Book 2, the author
returned to the city from a mountain temple and began to lose interest in Kaneie and his new
affairs. Perhaps she gathered herself for an appraisal of her life and an effort to record her
version of the long struggle. Book 3 is somewhat different from the other two, quieter and more
restrained, and the diary breaks off with the author apparently reconciled to a lonely and
uneventful middle age on the outskirts of the city.Very little is known of the author and her life
aside from the incidents recorded in the diary. She was born to the provincial-governor class, the
second stratum in the Fujiwara clan hierarchy, and thus a level below her husband, who was the
nephew of the Regent1 and who himself subsequently succeeded to that office. The provincial-
governor class, though generally treated with mild contempt in Heian literature, was the class
that produced the great Heian women authors. The author of this diary was an aunt of the author
of the Sarashina Nikki (Sarashina Diary). One of her sisters was married to a great-uncle of
Murasaki Shikibu, author of the Genji Monogatari (Tale of Genji), and one of her brothers was
married to a sister of Sei Shōnagon, author of the Makura no Sōshi (The Pillow Book).The
author’s father, Fujiwara Tomoyasu, held minor posts in the capital until after her marriage, and it
is therefore fairly certain that she spent her youth in Kyoto. Her name and the date of her birth
are not known.For someone in her class to be taken even as the second wife of such a well-
placed young gentleman as Kaneie would have been considered a fine stroke of luck by most
Heian ladies. But the author of the Kagerō Nikki, the genealogical tables2 tell us, was one of the
three outstanding beauties of her day. She was too impetuous to be satisfied with her position as
a subsidiary wife. She wanted a husband of her own, she informs us, “thirty days and thirty



nights a month,” and each of Kaneie’s promotions meant only that she saw less of him. Her
resentment against Kaneie and her venomous rage at her rivals form the base and many of the
high points of the diary.Almost nothing is known of the author’s life after 974. A collection of
poems appended to the diary (and to the 1955 version of this translation) indicates that she was
still active as a poet in 993. She died at the latest in 995, perhaps in the smallpox epidemic of
that year. An entry in the Shōyūki, the diary of Kaneie’s cousin Sanesuke, describes a memorial
rite held in 996 on the anniversary of her death, but does not specify which anniversary. Kaneie
continued to look for new lady friends until his death in 990.The accompanying tables, compiled
from Sompi Bummyaku, Dainihon Jimmei Jisho, and Kagerō Nikki no Kōgi (for the last, see
below) indicate family ties among the principal figures in the diary.The Kagerō Nikki was known
in the late Heian and Kamakura periods, and is mentioned in the early Kamakura journal of
Fujiwara Teika. The oldest surviving texts, however, date from the seventeenth century. The first
textual study was the annotation by the Priest Keichū, a seventeenth-century student of the
Japanese classics, of what he called “the Mito book.” It survives in the Shōkōkan, the library of
the Mito Tokugawa family. Three dated wood-block editions appeared during the Tokugawa
period, the first two identical (apparently the same blocks were used) and the third with but
minor variations. It is not known what manuscript they were taken from. There is also an undated
edition. The principal Tokugawa commentary is the Kagerō Nikki Kaikan (1775), the work of a
scholar who used the pen name Han Chō. It is far from reliable.There are two important modern
commentaries, both of which render the text into modern Japanese: A Course in the Kagerō
Nikki (Kagerō Nikki no Kōgi) by Kita Yoshio (Tokyo, Musashino Shoin, 1944) and A New
Commentary on the Kagerō Nikki (Kagerō no Nikki Shinshaku) by Tsugita Jun and Onishi
Zemmei (Tokyo, Meiji Shoin, 1960). The diary has also been put into modern Japanese by two
important lady writers, the poetess Yosano Akiko and the novelist Enchi Fumiko; and the novelist
Hori Tatsuo drew upon it freely for his Kagerō no Nikki (1939). Murō Saisei has made “the lady in
the alley,” one of Kaneie’s more fleeting loves, the heroine of a novel. Of modern texts, the new
Iwanami edition (edited by Kawaguchi Hisao, in Nihon Katen Bungaku Taikei, 1957) comes as
near being definitive as anything is likely to be for some time. It is based on a Tokugawa-period
text preserved in the Imperial Household Library (the Toshoryō). In revising the translation, I
have followed the Iwanami text. Dr. Waley’s partial translation appears in the introduction to the
Sacred Tree volume of his Genji (London, Allen and Unwin, 1926). A complete translation into
German has been made by Tsukakoshi Satoshi (Zurich, 1955).Table OneTable TwoTable
ThreeThe Kagerō Nikki is a remarkably frank personal confession and a strong attempt to
describe a difficult relationship and a disturbed state of mind. As such it occupies, I think, an
extremely important place in the development of Heian literature. The essential fact of Heian
prose literature at its best (and by its best one of course means the Genji Monogatari) is that it
represents an extraordinary flowering of realistic expression, an attempt, unique for its age, to
treat of the human condition with frankness and honesty.It does not seem to me that the
beginnings of this realism are to be found before the latter half of the tenth century. The Tosa



Nikki (Tosa Diary) tells of an actual journey; but the events are such that it is really no more than
an extravagant adventure story, a potpourri of storms and pirates and spells, designed to excite
noble ladies who had never been beyond the city limits. The Taketori Monogatari (Tale of the
Bamboo Cutter) shows the faint beginnings of character portrayal, but it is frankly a fairy story.
For the rest, there are the uta monogatari, the “poem romances,” collections of anecdotes built
around poems of uneven value; and there are Buddhist parables.With the Ochikubo Monogatari
(Tale of the Basement Room) and the Utsubo Monogatari (Tale of the Hollow Tree) Japanese
fiction for the first time descends to a concrete social situation. The Ochikubo Monogatari is
concerned with the injustice of Heian marriage. In its comic scenes—the scene in which
Michiyori and his attendant are knocked down in a well-manured street, for instance—it attains
to a sort of Rabelaisian realism. But for the most part it deals with its social problem only
indirectly: in effect, it runs away in search of an ideal world, and we can only infer from its
treatment of the ideal what the nasty real world must have been like. Michiyori is a husband of
unspeakable virtue, and the Ochikubo Monogatari does little to break the hold of the fairy tale on
Japanese fiction. Much the same can be said of the Utsubo Monogatari, although in its later
sections it does retreat from the undisguised fantasy with which it begins.It is in this connection, I
think, that the significance of the Kagerō Nikki becomes clear: it is the first attempt in Japanese
literature, or in any case the first surviving attempt, to capture on paper, without evasion or
idealization, the elements of a real social situation. The author sets down her purpose and
declares her independence of her predecessors in the opening sentences of the diary. Referring
to herself in the third person, she says: “… as the days went by in monotonous succession, she
had occasion to look at the old romances, and found them masses of the rankest fabrication.
Perhaps, she said to herself, even the story of her own dreary life, set down in a journal, might
be of interest; and it might also answer a question: had that life been one befitting a well-born
lady?” Though now and then she reverts to the clumsiness of the uta monogatari, for the most
part she holds bravely to that purpose.There is evident, moreover, a steady growth in the
author’s narrative technique as the diary progresses. The hurried, fragmentary air of the earlier
sections gives way in Book 3 to something very like realistic fiction. In particular the incidents
surrounding Kaneie’s brother Tōnori and the author’s adopted daughter show a remarkable
economy of detail and a skillful use of suspense and background. They cannot but have
influenced Murasaki Shikibu if, as seems likely, she read them. They must have served at least
to demonstrate the possibilities of a literature tied to plain reality.Yet one cannot deny that the
Kagerō lacks the imaginative breadth of the Genji. The author and her great problem are alone
in a dark cave into which little light from the outside world enters. In a sense this isolation is
characteristic of the society in which she lived: the Fujiwara were already losing their grip on the
provinces, and the mid-tenth century saw two serious revolts; but the courtiers were too busy
with their parties and intrigues to pay much attention. The author of the Kagerō Nikki lived within
still another shell within this shell. The intrigues seem to have interested her no more than the
provincial disturbances interested the intriguers.The period 967 to 972 was one of considerable



political turmoil in Kyoto, but little suggestion of it reaches this diary. In 967 the Emperor
Murakami died, after having made some slight attempt to hold out against the Fujiwara. Fujiwara
Saneyori, the Minister of the Left, immediately became Regent. The only mention the author
makes of this incident, of such importance to her family, is to note sardonically that there was a
singular lack of gloom over the Emperor’s death, and to send a poem of consolation to one of his
concubines.In 969 the Minister of the Left (Saneyori had meanwhile become Prime Minister),
Minamoto Takaaki, was charged with plotting to have his son-in-law, Prince Tamehira, made
crown prince, and was exiled to Kyushu. Had the plot succeeded (if indeed there was a plot) it
would have been a serious threat to the power which the Fujiwara exercised through their
imperial sons-in-law and grandsons. Although the growing truculence of the provincial warrior
clans posed an unrecognized problem, Takaaki’s exile put away the last immediate threat to
Fujiwara supremacy for about a hundred years and ushered in the glittering and superficially
prosperous period that reached a climax under the rule of Kaneie’s son Michinaga. The incident
receives fairly detailed treatment in the diary, but only because the author is thoroughly in
sympathy with Takaaki. Either she is not aware of the threat his alleged scheming poses to her
family, or else she is quite aware of it but sees a chance to snipe at the dominant Fujiwara clique
and thus indirectly at her husband. Takaaki’s return to Kyoto in 972 is not mentioned.In 970
came the death of Saneyori and the succession of his nephew, Kaneie’s brother Koretada, an
event which in effect brought the Regency within Kaneie’s reach, but which receives only the
briefest mention in the diary. Then in 972, with Koretada’s death, a fierce squabble broke out
between Kaneie and his brother Kanemichi over the succession. The author notes at this point,
with either an ignorance of or a disregard for the facts, that Kaneie “seemed to prosper.”
Kanemichi in fact won the battle, and Kaneie’s career took a dip from which it did not begin to
recover until Kanemichi’s death in 977· It may be that the diary was written for ladies in waiting
who did not need to be lectured to on political intrigue; but it seems more likely that, shut off with
her problem, the author was but dimly aware of what was going on outside.Hers, then, was a
dark, narrow sort of realism. For the most part she was not able to see beyond herself. When in
Book 3 she finally attained to something like a novelist’s detachment, she evidently lost interest
in her subject and stopped writing, and the imaginative jump to realistic fiction was left to her
great successor a generation later. I do not think that much if any of the text is missing at the end
of the diary. Book 3 breaks off, as did Books 1 and 2, on New Year’s Eve. The evidence grows
toward the end of Book 3 that the author has lost interest in the matter of her diary, the matter of
her youth, and it seems not improbable that whoever came “pounding” that New Year’s Eve
distracted her from her writing, and that she saw no point in taking it up again.It would be a
mistake, I think, to conclude from the above that the diary is interesting only as a sort of
preparatory document for something better to come. It has very real merit of its own, and now
and then, particularly in Book 3, it seems to me to come almost up to the level of the Tale of
Genji. All in all a very frank and appealing lady emerges from its pages, albeit a somewhat more
spoiled and capricious one than she would have preferred us to see.Descriptions of the Heian



period frequently emphasize its effeminacy and its moral corruption. It is true of course that life
moved indoors, that the huntsman and the falconer gave way to the sampler of perfumes and
the master calligrapher; and it is a source of some puzzlement to the Japanese that this first
“pure Japanese” period in their history should have taken such an “un-Japanese” turn.Perhaps
the most striking feature of aristocratic Heian life, however, is its emphasis on good taste.
Inaction, a word which seems to describe the tone of Heian life better than “effeminacy,” gave
rise to a vast and minute cultivation of taste and form. Infinite care was devoted to the selection
of an ensemble, to the composition of a letter, to the concocting of a new perfume. While
therefore the life of the Heian gentleman may seem a trifle dissolute to the puritan, it was never
gross or vulgar. The number of love affairs he had did not matter, but the way in which he
conducted them did. He fell in love with a young lady because he caught a glimpse of her
unexceptionable sleeves, and he won her hand with slight little poems and a show of skill in
calligraphy. Properly wan and melancholy as he moved from affair to affair, careful to follow all
the rules of as elaborate a code as has ever been put together, he quite lacked the passionate
rebelliousness of the true profligate.Good taste was his religion, and he was not given to
speculative thought. This is not to say that he had no use for revealed religion; rather that he was
not much worried about putting the universe in order, that religious notions and ceremonies but
served to intensify the sweet sad beauty of the moment, and that he found it not in the least
uncomfortable to harbor a most incoherent mishmash of Shinto, Buddhism, Confucianism,
necromancy, and witchcraft.The most curious elements in this curious religious jumble derive
ultimately from primitive Chinese divination. They have to do with activities prohibited or required
by the necromancers. Certain days were bad for cutting the hair, other days were bad for sick
calls, and one night in every sixty, the night of the kōshin, a person had to go sleepless lest
certain dormant poisons seize an unguarded moment to do away with him. The movements of
various gods carried with them taboos. Thus Taihakujin or Hitohimeguri moved to a different one
of the eight directions every day, and it was forbidden to advance in the direction where he
happened to be in residence. Two days in every ten were free, however, since he spent one day
in the sky and one in the earth after completing a tour of the compass. Tenichijin or Nakagami
stayed five or six days at each point, and his direction became taboo depending on the year of
one’s birth. Daishōgun stayed at each of the cardinal points for three years. Small errands were
permitted, but major projects that might transgress upon his direction were forbidden. Konjin
moved about by the year and carried with him similar restrictions. Dokujin spent his springs in
the oven, his summers at the gate, his autumns in the well, and his winters in the garden, and it
was forbidden to make repairs in any of the four places until he had moved on. If repairs were
absolutely necessary, the owner of the establishment had to move out by way of expiation.This
by no means exhausts the complexities of the system. Anyone who wishes to investigate it
further will find large quantities of undigested and frequently contradictory material in the
Kojiruien, the massive official encyclopedia. There is also a detailed study in French: Bernard
Frank, Kataimi et kata-tagae: Etude sur les interdits de direction à I’époque Heian (Paris,



1958).Buddhism, Shinto, and divination all made their demands. There were periods of isolation
brought on by Shinto pollution, there were Buddhist nagashōji (which I have translated
“retreats”) and pilgrimages to gain happiness in this incarnation and a store of virtue for the next,
there were monoimi (which I have consistently translated “penances,” although “abstinences”
might sometimes be better) to make amends for breaking the diviners’ proscriptions and to
defend against bad omens and unfortunate developments in the horoscope. There was in short
an incredibly complicated system of taboos and punishments.Women may have taken their
religion more seriously than men—there are indications in this diary that Kaneie was more than
a little amused when the author “got religion”—and if they did, it was perhaps because of their
unhappy and uncertain status under the Heian marriage system. It is said sometimes that Heian
women were in a remarkably good position and that women’s rights in Japan have been
declining ever since, with perhaps a vague upsurge these last few years. In a sense this is true,
since the power of the Fujiwara was based on their control through their daughters of uxorious
emperors and crown princes; but connubial happiness was often denied to them by virtue of the
fact that the marital state itself was so badly defined.The ritsuryō, the eighth-century codes that
were theoretically in effect throughout the Heian period, provided for monogamy. A clear
distinction was made between wife and concubine, and stiff penalties were provided for bigamy.
In practice, however, the gradations from wife to concubine to out-and-out mistress seem to
have been vague. Genji went through the formalities of marriage with Murasaki, but this did not
keep him from later taking the Emperor’s third daughter (called Nyosan in the Waley translation
of the Tale of Genji) for his wife. Of Kaneie’s ladies, Tokihime was the principal wife while “the
lady in the alley” was clearly a mistress, soon discarded. The author of this diary and the
daughter of Kuniaki (the “Omi” of the diary?) on the other hand fell somewhere between. The
Heian lady could and did inherit property, and she was not required to leave her childhood home
immediately upon marriage—rather the gentleman entered her house and for the time being
lived with or visited her there. Still the uncertainty of a badly articulated system of polygamy must
have been intense. The insanity of Higekuro’s wife in the Tale of Genji and the hysterical jealousy
of Michitsuna’s mother were perhaps common manifestations of the strain on the mind of the
delicate Heian lady.One is hampered in trying to reconstruct the material culture of the Heian
period by the fact that so little remains. There are no surviving examples of the Heian mansion,
the shinden, and there are almost no surviving Heian temples that can be dated before the
declining years of the period. The first three centuries of the Heian period in fact represent one of
the principal blind spots in the study of Japanese architecture. For the more distant Nara period
at least one building, the Dempōdō of the Hōryūji, remains to show what private upper-class
dwellings must have been like; but for the Heian period there are only literary descriptions, a few
foundation stones, and evidence from picture scrolls often painted some centuries after the
incidents represented.For what it is, in any case, the evidence points to an architecture that in its
basic principles was not different from Japanese architecture today: a wooden framework,
removable walls, and an emphasis on restraint and simplicity in the choice of materials and



furnishings.Unlike the modern Japanese house, the Heian mansion in its standard form was a
collection of rectangular buildings laid out in a symmetrical pattern and joined by covered
passageways. Each building was basically one room, although, and the tendency increased as
the period drew to a close, sections were on occasion partitioned off as storerooms or
withdrawing rooms.The central building, the shinden proper, faced south, and was flanked on
the east and west by outbuildings called the nishi no tai and the higashi no tai (see Appendix,
Plate 1). Corridors were pushed out in front of the latter two buildings to join each of them to a
pavilion, so that the main group of buildings and corridors formed a rectangle open to the south.
The court and the open space beyond were used for the principal garden, consisting in its
classical form of a lake, a pine island, a stream, one or two artificial hills, grasses, flowering
plants, and white sand. Reconstructions of the Heian garden viewed from the shinden and from
above the shinden are shown in Appendix, Plates 2 and 3.One more building, a “northern wing,”
kita no tai, was customarily occupied by the principal wife, the kita no kata. The main shinden
was used to receive guests and possibly as the master’s living quarters. The other apartments,
to which could be added as required new buildings and new connecting passages behind the
main buildings, were portioned out among various other ladies, children, and attendants. In the
case of the author of the Kagerō Nikki, it appears that, for most of the years covered by the diary,
she herself was the principal occupant of the mansion. She may therefore have occupied the
shinden proper, with Michitsuna in the east or west wing, and various relatives and guests now
and then vaguely apparent in other apartments.The shinden-type mansion seems to have taken
on a distinctly Japanese air by the middle of the Heian period. It had curved, frequently bark-
shingled roofs with deep eaves; it was raised from the ground by open wooden piling; and it had
the subdued tones that continue to dominate Japanese architecture. Lacquered pillars and tiled
roofs seem to have survived as a reminder, how prevalent a one it is not possible to say, of the
Nara period. At one place in the diary we are told that the author’s house had a tiled roof.The
interior, like that of the Japanese house today, was but sparsely furnished. The straw mats that
today cover the floor of the room were in the Heian period supplied only for places where people
were expected to sit. A lacquer cupboard, writing equipment, perhaps a “Chinese” box or chest
in lacquer and inlay (a highly developed art in the Heian period), a pair of wooden animals
guarding the chōdai (for which see the next paragraph), a charcoal brazier in winter, and very
little else, it seems, broke the bareness of the room.The standard unit (shinden proper or major
outbuilding) was made up of several rectangular layers centering upon the moya or “mother
chamber” and within that on the chōdai, literally the “curtain platform” (see Appendix, Plate 3).
Beginning on the outside, there were the sunoko, an open veranda; the hisashi, four subsections
designated as the north, the south, the east, and the west, and formed by the deep eaves; and
the moya. The sunoko was separated from the hisashi by latticed shutters, the top half of which
could be raised and anchored to the eaves, and the bottom half of which was removable; or,
when the shutters were open, by bamboo or reed blinds, curtains, or possibly sliding doors. The
hisashi were separated from the moya by another set of blinds, curtains, or doors. The chōdai,



within the moya, was a combined bedchamber and withdrawing room, a slightly raised portion of
the moya, covered with straw matting and surrounded by curtains.Within all these curtains lived
the Heian lady. Unless she was a lady in waiting and her duties required her to be more active,
she rarely ventured beyond the veranda. She received gentleman callers, including her brothers,
from behind curtains, unless she was very intimate with them, and even when she allowed them
to come inside she concealed the better part of herself behind fans and curtains, and under
enormous heaps of clothing.Her basic garment was not much different from the kimono of today,
though it was worn more loosely, without the wide, binding obi, and it was surmounted on formal
occasions by a short, long-sleeved jacket called karaginu and a sort of train called mo (see
Appendix, Plate 4) and on very formal occasions by a long, trailing shawl and sash. The principal
characteristics of the lady’s robes, however, were that they were much larger than she and that
they were piled on layer after layer—there are records of more than twenty such layers—until
she was rendered quite immobile. Sometimes she went forth on foot, when she felt called upon
to make a particularly arduous pilgrimage to some nearby temple, and then she was allowed to
tuck up her skirts a bit; but for the rest she stayed at home (or occasionally went out in a heavily
curtained ox cart), a shapeless and almost inert bundle of clothes surmounted by a spectral
white face and masses of streaming black hair.Darkness and inaction seem thus to have set the
tone of the Heian lady’s life. The sun came but dimly through the deep layers of blinds and
curtains, and at night the moonlight filtered in with little competition from artificial light—one is
reminded of those dusky chambers in Kyoto where emperors are put to write commemorative
verses after viewing a carp or planting a pine somewhere. The darkness and the immense
leisure of the Heian lady’s life account I think for the lack of striking tones in the best of Heian
literature, for its slowness and repetitiousness, and one must ask the reader to take it at its own
pace. The tears and the damp sleeves, the preoccupation with a subtle color modulation or a
stroke of the brush, the sweet melancholy that so distinguishes the Heian period from the
vigorous Nara period, are all comprehensible and even moving when one considers the
unchanging twilight, the seclusion, the inaction that produced them.The reader who has been
through three remarkable books will have had a very good introduction to what might be called
the mood of Heian culture: G. B. Sansom’s History of Japan to 1334 (Stanford University Press,
1958); Sources of the Japanese Tradition, edited by de Bary, Tsunoda, and Keene (Columbia
University Press, 1958); and Arthur Waley’s translation of The Tale of Genji (first published
complete by Allen and Unwin, London, 1935)· Sansom’s Japan: A Short Cultural History
(London, Cresset, 1931; revised, 1936) has less to say about the Heian period, but it is a classic
that has not been superseded by his more recent and ambitious work. Karl Florenz’s Geschichte
der Japanischen Literatur (Leipzig, Amerlangs, 1906) continues to be the most detailed and
Donald Keene’s Japanese Literature (London, Murray, 1953) the most stimulating Western study
of Japanese literature.Besides Bernard Frank’s study of divination (see above, page 18), the
following are to be recommended for their treatment of more restricted problems: William P.
Malm, Japanese Music (Tokyo, Tuttle, 1959); Alexander Soper, The Evolution of Buddhist



Architecture in Japan (Princeton University Press, 1942); Robert Treat Paine and Alexander
Soper, The Art and Architecture of Japan (London, Penguin Books, 1955); Anesaki Masaharu,
History of Japanese Religion (London, Kegan Paul, 1930); and R. A. B. Ponsonby-Fane, Kyoto
(Hong Kong, privately printed, 1931).Besides the Waley translations already mentioned,
important prose translations from Heian literature include the following: The Tosa Diary (Tosa
Nikki) by Donald Keene, in his Anthology of Japanese Literature (New York, Grove, 1955); the
Sarashina Nikki, Murasaki Shikibu Nikki, and Izumi Shikibu Nikki by Annie Shepley Omori and
Kōchi Doi in Diaries of Court Ladies of Old Japan (Tokyo, Kenkyūsha, 1935); The Tale of the
Lady Ochikubo (Ochikubo Monogatari) by Wilfrid White-house (Kobe, Thompson, 1935); The
Pillow Book of Sei Shōnagon (selections from the Makura no Sōshi) by Waley (Boston,
Houghton Mifflin, 1929); Les notes de chevet de Sei Shōnagon (Makura no Sōshi) by André
Beaujard (Paris, Maisonneuve, 1934); The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter (Taketori Monogatari) by
Keene (Tokyo, Monumenta Nipponica, IX, 4, 1956); the Tsutsumi Chūnagon Monogatari by
Edwin O. Reischauer and Joseph K. Yamagiwa and part of the Okagami by Yamagiwa, in
Translations from Early Japanese Literature (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1951); and
the Ise Monogatari by Frits Vos (The Hague, Mouton, 1957).Like most works of the period, this
diary is full of poems. There are in fact three hundred and six short ones and three long ones,
most of them not very good. I have not attempted to put them into verse, except for a very few
which have of their own accord turned up with rhymes. The three long poems have been broken
into short lines, and thus distinguished from the prose background by typographical
arrangement if not by diction.To indicate a poem, unless the text specifies that it is one, I have
adopted the perhaps awkward device of single quotation marks within the usual double marks.
Thus on page 62, the portion of the following communication which is enclosed by single
quotation marks is a poem: “Right you are,” he wrote again. ‘“And who, among those who travel
the mud-spattered way, does not get his sleeves wet in this disturbing downpour?’”I have
avoided the use of personal names. They appear but rarely in the Japanese text. I have tried,
however, to apply the same designation throughout the translation to each of the principal
figures. Kaneie is always “the Prince,” Michitsuna “the boy,” and Tokihime “the lady at the main
house.”Macrons are used for long o and u in lower case, but not in capitals, in all Japanese
words except the following, which are too familiar to Western readers to require them: Tokyo,
Kyoto, Kyushu, Shinto.In preparing the translation of which a revision is offered here, I became
greatly indebted to Miss Oyama Atsuko, then of Tokyo University; Miss Morimoto Motoko of
Ochanomizu Women’s University; the late Professor Ikeda Kikan of Tokyo University; and
Professor Kobayashi Shimmei of Tokyo University of Education. In the work of revision I
repeatedly bothered Miss Morimoto, and she was always patient, with problems that she must
have thought settled a decade earlier.On Retranslation(from the Japan Quarterly, Vol. VII, No.4,
October-December 1960, Asahi Shimbun Publishing Company, Tokyo)Eight or nine years ago I
translated a tenth-century journal called the Kagerō Nikki or Gossamer Diary. I had in those days
an exuberantly free notion of what a translation was, and did not mind helping my authoress



when on occasion her ability to express herself seemed to falter. I did after all have the
precedent of Dr. Arthur Waley, who, at least in his important translations from the Japanese, has
never minded a bit of trimming here, a bit of padding there, to make his originals more coherent
and pungent.A year or so ago UNESCO told me that it would not mind sponsoring a
republication of the translation, but that my exuberance had taken me altogether too far. I ought
to consider reworking it. Curious to see how the translation would look now, with sober middle
age in sight or even closer, and certain that without some such prodding as this I would never
get around to examining it, I agreed. The reworking has been going on for some weeks now. It
was delayed by the “people’s movement” of May and June, which was very harassing; but now it
approaches completion, and the time has come to consider whether or not the time has been
well spent.I think it has not, for a minor reason and a major reason. The first is that the original
translation contains just the wrong number of mistakes. I do not think that they are sufficiently
numerous to make it a bad translation, and I suspect that most translations, and know that
certain translations which have become classics, contain as many. Yet they are sufficiently
numerous to impress those who will make use of the Handy Guide to Gossamer Howlers I am
providing in the re-translation. There are places where I have wild geese wintering when they
should be summering, poems I have attributed to ladies when closer scrutiny shows them to be
by gentlemen, passages where a little more persistence in probing through apparently dead
verbiage would have revealed traces of life. There is one very discomfiting passage in which,
because of impatience with a garbled text, I have a hot-blooded young man advancing. Through
the mists of a millennium, it now seems at least possible that he is retreating. The consequences
are serious for the honor of the lady to or from whom the movement takes place, and I should
have been more careful.This is the minor reason, however. I take comfort in the belief that those
who have grappled with similar texts will understand, and refrain from writing gleeful reviews. If
they do write such, may they one day be shamed into revisions of their own youthful
products.The other reason is far more serious. It has to do with the impossibility of explaining to
the general reader, for whom all of us like to think we are working, that there can be many
translations of the same passage, rather different from one another but none of them wrong. The
range of variation is severely limited, it is true, when one is translating some such exhortation as
“No Smoking” or “Drive on the Left in the United Kingdom and Ireland”; but it can be rather broad
when Heian Japanese is being put into English, and this for two reasons.In the first place, there
are passages that no one really understands, and everyone has his own view of. The diary
closes with a group of poems the authorship of which is hopelessly obscure. Clearly they are
exchanged by persons of two sexes. The same couple, two couples, several couples? Radiant
young lovers or persons bored with marriage? If the former, the tone is clearly earnest
(“sincere”); if the latter, it must be ironic. If there are two couples, some poems may be sincere,
others ironic; and if a multitude of couples, a person must leap back and forth with the greatest
agility between sincerity and irony. All of these interpretations are possible, and, unless someone
comes up with a less fragmentary text, no one can be sure which is correct.No one can even be



sure what the title of the diary means. Until now there have been two theories: a kagerō is a
delicate kind of insect, or it is one of those refractory shimmerings you see on a warm day.
Recently a gentleman has borrowed a leaf from Dr. Waley and informed us, in a new text brought
out by the proud Iwanami Shoten, that kagerō means “gossamer.” Gossamer in Webster’s first
sense: “A film of cobwebs floating in the air in calm, clear weather.” There is no evidence that
kagerō has ever meant this, or that the Gossamer Diary and its author, Lady Gossamer, are
anything but products of Dr. Waley’s resourceful mind. The Iwanami gentleman has stated his
opinion with such firmness, however, that anyone who rejects it will no doubt be spurned by
Iwanami and all its instruments.One need have little fear that the instruments of Iwanami will get
at that general reader of translations. In any case, the variations possible because of obscurities
in the text are less difficult to explain than variations possible because every translator has his
own idea of what he is up to. Unless a translation is hopelessly inaccurate—has people
advancing all over the place when they should be retreating—it cannot be judged apart from the
translator’s aims. Does he wish to give literary pleasure in a translation of a work that gave
literary pleasure, even if he must sometimes abandon its precise words; or does he wish to give
the precise words to someone who may or may not be able to read the original himself, and may
or may not be able to guess how they add up to literary pleasure? It is a very enviable translator
who does not have to make the choice, and probably he does not exist among translators from
classical Japanese to modern English. Dr. Waley may be taken as an example of a sensitive
writer who has made the first choice, Drs. Shively, Reischauer, and Yamagiwa as examples of
scrupulous scholars who have made the second.Most of the revisions in my Kagerō are to be
explained by the fact that, without thinking to earn for myself the characterization “scrupulous,” I
have wavered somewhat from Dr. Waley’s pole toward that of the other three gentlemen. The
literary effect of the translation no longer seems as all-important as it once did, especially since
the style of the original is not always above reproach. If, to cite but one small example,
everything from spring greenery to a dead parent is “touching” in the original, well, there may
also be a certain monotony in the responses recorded in the translation. There may be, but the
main point, and the main reason for misgivings about offering the translation to the waiting world,
remains the same; everything from the products of Dr. Waley to those of the three academic
gentlemen is permissible. Incompetence is not permissible, however, and inconsistency is not—
starting out with a set of aims and failing to attain them or to stick by them.
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Tim Lukeman, “"A heavy snow was falling, and I hoped only that everything would melt away
with it.". The Japanese noblewoman's diary is a small genre unto itself, and THE GOSSAMER
YEARS is an exquisite example of why these diaries make such compelling reading. First,
there's the woman's viewpoint from within a male-dominated culture; second, there's the
otherworldliness of that culture to modern Western eyes; third, there's the universal human
aspect of longing for love, the heartbreak of yearning & loss, the little details of beauty &
pettiness; and always, always, the unexpected shock of sudden familiarity. Beneath the
interweaving of a deeply delicate aesthetic & the formality of court life, there's still the beating
heart of a woman. Across all those centuries, that heart still touches (and sometimes infuriates)
even the most modern of readers. You may need to ease into these pages, get into the slower &
more nuanced pace of life you'll find there … but it's life indeed. Highly recommended!”

Lew, “Superb Diary of a 10th century Heian Noblewoman. This translation gives us a Japanese
classic, the diary and partial autobiography of a Japanese noblewoman known to posterity as
"the Mother of Michitsuna." This is a self portrait of a woman of intense emotion who lived in an
emotionally charged atmosphere. Her reactions to events are presented with withering honesty,
she makes no attempt preserve a public image. This is one of a number of works that lead us
into the interio lives of women in Heian Japan.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A fascinating look at an obscure time period. (written on light-grey paper,
with a sprig of rosemary tied into the ribbon around it)I came into this book knowing absolutely
nothing about the Heian period of feudal Japan, and left knowing enough to stand my own. The
details revealed are absolutely fascinating, and the writing is rich and evocative. It is a lifestyle of
an age long gone, brought to life again.The noble writer of the diary is, as has been promised,
not entirely an angel (her life does sound a bit talk-show-ish at points), but she does certainly
have an eye for detail and storytelling. I doubt even non-history-freaks would find this difficult
going. Easy to read and digest, with lots of neat looks at life in a very exotic place.I cannot say
enough about the book's usefulness as a sourcebook for the period. The copious notes at the
end are almost as fascinating as the book itself. I wouldn't have minded more pictures, but I
suppose one can't have everything. Those into history, Japanese history, biographies/diaries,
etc., will find this a fascinating and informative read.”

Discordia5, “Powerful. It is hard to blame the woman for her jealousy and wanting her "boyfriend"
to be with her all the time. Isn't that what most women want when they're in love?? It's easy to
feel her depression- imagine waking each day to apply layers of exquisite clothing and makeup
and locking yourself in a virtual cage of darkness and isolation... day after day, hoping that one
day it won't all be in vain if he arrives for a visit. Many nights falling asleep waiting for him,
images of what he must be doing with some unknown woman clinging to your thoughts. This



diary is extremely fascinating- the author's heart, her desires reflect those similar to those of a
modern woman, while the model for love and dating in her time is very ancient and focused on
boosting the man's ego. The introduction is most helpful in understanding to poignancy of the
rest of the book, and it provides many though-provoking tidbits on the lifestyle of Heian ladies.
The diary entries tend to drag and get repetitive once in a while, as anyone's diary would. I found
the author fairly enjoyable- she often seems quite an empowered woman, but likewise is honest
enough to admit moments where her behavior is relatively rude, stubborn, and overly-entitled.”

Catwoman, “Lovely glimpse into to the life of a Heian era .... Lovely glimpse into to the life of a
Heian era noble woman, as she rants about her husband and grieves the loss of family and
friends.”

M Tilley, “Must read. I have read this book a few times!  It really showcases the time”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Potent.. I enjoyed this novel. A Japanese friend told me most men are
scared of the woman, since she is so jealous. And some reviews here also criticize her. I found
myself very sympathetic to her, and sad for her situation. Of course it is better to be a
noblewoman than to be a farmer, so she lived better than most alive at that time, but still to be
locked indoors all day and for your primary connection to the outside world to be so tenuous, the
heart cannot be content.Even though this comes to us from ancient Japanese to English, it is a
great pleasure to hear the words and feelings of people who lived 1000 years ago. I've read
many of Seidensticker's translations and never been unhappy with them. You always have to
accept a certain amount of freeness in translations from Japanese, and so it's always important
the translator himself be quite a decent writer. He has quite a funny comment about his revising
of the translation many years later in the introduction as not worth it, but in any case admits
some mistakes were fixed, and some passages are still horrendously ambiguous (at the time he
wrote this).Recommended if your are interested in the sensitive literature of this time period.”

The book by Edward Seidensticker has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 34 people have provided
feedback.
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